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ABSTRACT 

Introduction: The goal of this study was to develop a whole body physiological based 

pharmacokinetic-model (PBPK-model) to predict the tissue distribution of 18F-DCFPyL in 

patients with prostate cancer (PCa).  

Method: The model was extended from a previously published PBPK-model describing 

PCa patients to predict the tissue distribution of 18F-DCFPyL. This model describes the 

tumors and organs at risks. The model was simulated and the results were compared to 

literature observations of patients with metastatic PCa.  

Results: Our model adequately predicted the distribution of 18F-DCFPyL. Sensitivity 

analysis showed that the receptor densities, tumor flow and haematocrit had significant 

influence on the model outcome. The release and degradation of 18F-DCFPyL, and total 

organ volumes showed no significant influence on the outcome.  

Discussion: The tumor flow, receptor densities and haematocrit should be measured in 

the future to accurately predict tissue distribution. The release and degradation of 18F-

DCFPyL, and total organ volumes can be fixed on literature data.  

Conclusion: The final PBPK-model was able to adequately predict tissue distribution of 

18F-DCFPyL.  

 

Keywords PSMA, 18F-DCFPyL, Prostate cancer, physiologically based pharmacokinetic 

model, theranostics 
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INTRODUCTION 

Prostate cancer (PCa) is the most common malignancy in men and causes 1-2% of deaths 

in this part of the population. (1) One of the hallmarks of PCa is the overexpression of the  

type II transmembrane enzymatic protein prostate specific membrane antigen (PSMA). 

(2, 3) This makes PSMA a valuable target for imaging and therapy with radiolabelled PSMA-

targeting ligands as these ligands will accumulate in the PSMA-positive PCa lesions. (3) 

Aside from malignant tissue, PSMA is also physiologically expressed on the prostate, 

proximal tubule cells in the kidney, spleen, liver, small intestine, colon, ganglial cells in 

the gastrointestinal-tract, parotid glands, submandibular glands and lacrimal glands. (4-

9)  Expression in healthy tissues is lower than in malignant tissues but it is nonetheless 

important because it makes them potential organs at risk (OARs) due to tracer 

accumulation. (3)   

Various radioisotopes can be used to label PSMA-targeting ligands. The positron-emitters 

fluor-18 and gallium-68 can be used for imaging while the beta-emitters like lutetium-177 

and alpha-emitters like actinium-225 can be used for therapy. (10, 11) Radio-isotopes are 

coupled to high affinity PSMA-ligands, such as DCFPyL. (10) 

Dosing for imaging and therapeutic PSMA-ligands is provided as an one dose fits all. In 

the case of imaging ligands, such as 18F-DCFPyL and 68Ga-PSMA 11, a dose of 111 to 

370 MBq is administered. (12, 13) Whereas, therapeutic radioligands, such as 177Lu-

PSMA, are given in higher dosages (6 to 7.4 GBq), extracted from 177Lu-dotatate for 

neuroendocrine tumors.  (14, 15) At standard dosing, the absorbed radiation dose in target 

tissue (prostate and tumors) and OARs may vary between patients. (16, 17) Previous 

literature states that high tumor burden will lead to more tumor uptake and less OAR 

uptake. (18)  

Due to the specific targeting mechanism, some patients experience adverse effects due to 

therapy. The most common adverse effect is xerostomia and was reported in up to 30% 

of the patients. (19) This happens due to radioactive tracer uptake in the salivary glands. 

Other less frequent adverse effects are anaemia, leukopenia, thrombocytopenia, liver 

transaminase elevation, fatigue and pain. (20) Another interesting adverse effect is 

toxicity in the kidneys. Currently, have been conducted with patients who have an 

advanced disease progression. Therefore, the long-term effects of these adverse effects 

are yet unknown. In the future, when PSMA therapy is used in earlier stages of PCa, long-

term kidney toxicity will need to be avoided. (16, 19) Aside from adverse events, it is 

reported that there is a possible correlation between response  and disease markers such 

as total tumor volume (TTV) and PSMA expression. (16, 21) This calls for the use of dose-

optimization such as personalized dosing. A way to incorporate patient characteristics to 
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create a personalized dosing scheme is through a whole body physiologically based 

pharmacokinetic model (PBPK-model). (22) PBPK-models take patient characteristics such 

as weight, height, eGFR and more disease specific parameters such as PSMA receptor 

density or TTV into account. A PBPK-model can also simulate the distribution and delivered 

radiation dose to target organs and OARs. This makes it possible to calculate the optimal 

dosage for each specific patient, based on their own characteristics. (18)   

A PBPK-model is a mechanistic and physiological multi-compartment model which 

described the drug distribution over time. PBPK-model specific parameters are flow (Fi) 

between the blood pool and the organs, organ volume (Vi) and tissue permeability (PSi). 

Whereas target affinity (kon, koff, kD) and elimination are drug specific parameters. (23) 

Expansion of the model by including receptor binding kinetics is relevant for modelling of 

PSMA-targeting ligands such as 18F-DCFPyL. 18F-DCFPyL is a small molecular PSMA-

ligand with a high PSMA affinity and is excreted renally. Potential OARs for 18F-DCFPyL 

are the kidneys, lacrimal- and salivary glands, red marrow and lungs. (13, 24, 25) By 

incorporation of the known patient and drug specific predictors of PK into a PBPK-model, 

the model can be used to quantify variability in uptake in tumor and OARs and develop 

strategies for personalized dosing regimens.  

We hypothesize that a PBPK-model is sufficient to predict the tissue distribution of 18F-

DCFPyL. The goal of this study was to develop a whole body PBPK-model to predict the 

tissue distribution of 18F-DCFPyL in patients with PCa. Ultimately such a model can be 

used for personalized dosing of PSMA-targeted radioligand therapy as a part of 

theranostics.  
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METHOD 

A whole body PBPK-model was developed to predict the tissue distribution of 18F-DCFPyL. 

A schematic representation of the whole body PBPK-model and the sub compartmental 

model for PSMA-positive tissues (tumor, prostate, liver, spleen and gastrointestinal tract) 

are shown in figures 1A and 1B. Equations for the model and figures for other tissues are 

shown in the supplemental data (Supplementary figure 1A-E and supplementary equations 

1-16). The final model described the flow of drug amount in nanomoles from arteries to 

the vascular space of the organ (Fi). From the vascular space it can diffuse to the interstitial 

space (PSi). In PSMA-positive tissues the drug can bind to and dissociate from PSMA-

receptors on the cell surface (Kon or koff). Receptor bound ligand can then be internalized 

into the cells (λint,i). Internalized ligand is degraded and released by the cells (λrel, i).  

 

 

A B 

Figure 1. A) Schematic representation of the final PBPK-model structure. The drug is injected into venous 

compartment. From here it can distribute to the lungs and from the lungs to the arterial compartment. The drug 

can then be distributed to the other tissue compartments. The target tissues are coloured green; the OARs are 

coloured red; the other tissues are coloured grey. B) A schematic representation of the sub compartments 

of a PSMA-positive organ. The flow in and out of the vascular space is described by the organ flow Fi. The 

movement between the vascular and interstitial space is described by the permeability surface product PSi. The 

association to and dissociation from the PSMA-receptors on cell surface are described by the kon and koff. The 

internalisation is described by λint,i, whereas the degradation and release is described by λrel,i.  
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MODELLING 

BASE MODEL SELECTION 

As a basis the whole body PBPK-model created by Begum et al was used. (18) The base 

PBPK-model structure described the distribution of PSMA ligands 68Ga-PSMA HBED-CC 

and 177Lu-PSMA I&T. This model was an extensive whole body PBPK-model and included 

separate compartments for the tumors and prostate. It also included separate 

compartments for the OARs (lungs, kidneys, parotids- and submandibular glands, lacrimal 

glands and red marrow). The remaining organs were the muscles, skins, adipose tissue, 

brains and rest tissue. The base model was rebuild and its performance was evaluated for 

the PSMA ligands used by Begum et al. After it showed a correct prediction, the model was 

adapted to create an accurate prediction of 18F-DCFPyL tissue distribution and provide 

information on variability in PK among patients. Extensions to the model were made to 

adapt the model to reflect the pharmacokinetic processes involved in the distribution and 

elimination of 18F-DCFPyL in the tissues of interest. These include the renal filtration and 

excretion, target affinity and receptor recycling which were based on information found in 

literature.  Radioactive decay of PSMA-ligand was not included in our model, because 

tissue distribution of 18F-DCFPyL in prostate cancer patients is corrected for physical 

decay. (26) The most important components and adaptations to the model are described 

below.   

KIDNEY MODEL 

The kidney model was a physiological model which used the eGFR to describe the excretion 

of 18F-DCFPyL. Figure x below shows a schematic representation of the model. Equations 

1, 2 and 3 show the differential equations used for the kidney model. As the figure shows, 

the drug first enters the vascular space of the kidney. From here it can be filtrated through 

the eGFR to the kidney lumen. This filtration is described by the term 𝐹𝑓𝑖𝑙 ∗ (
𝐴𝑣𝑎𝑠𝑐,   𝑘𝑖𝑑

𝑉𝑣𝑎𝑠𝑐,   𝑘𝑖𝑑
) in 

equation 1. In the kidney lumen, the drug can bind to PSMA receptors on the surface of 

proximal tubule cells and be internalized. This is described by the term (𝑘𝑜𝑛 ∗  𝐴𝑙𝑢𝑚,𝑘𝑖𝑑 ∗

 
𝑅𝐹𝑘𝑖𝑑

𝑉𝑙𝑢𝑚,𝑘𝑖𝑑
) in equation 2. Drug that isn’t bound to the PSMA receptors is excreted into the 

urine. This is described by the term (𝐹𝑒𝑥 ∗ (
𝐴𝑖𝑛𝑡,   𝑖

𝑉𝑖𝑛𝑡,   𝑖
)) in equation 3.  
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𝑑𝐴𝑣𝑎𝑠𝑐,   𝑘𝑖𝑑

𝑑𝑡
 =  𝐹𝑘𝑖𝑑 ∗  

𝐴𝑎𝑟𝑡

𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑡
 −   𝐹𝑘𝑖𝑑 ∗ (

𝐴𝑣𝑎𝑠𝑐,   𝑘𝑖𝑑

𝑉𝑣𝑎𝑠𝑐,   𝑘𝑖𝑑
) − 𝐹𝑓𝑖𝑙 ∗ (

𝐴𝑣𝑎𝑠𝑐,   𝑘𝑖𝑑

𝑉𝑣𝑎𝑠𝑐,   𝑘𝑖𝑑
)  (Eq. 1) 

𝑑𝐴𝑙𝑢𝑚,𝑘𝑖𝑑

𝑑𝑡
 =  𝐹𝑓𝑖𝑙 ∗ (

𝐴𝑣𝑎𝑠𝑐,   𝑘𝑖𝑑

𝑉𝑣𝑎𝑠𝑐,   𝑘𝑖𝑑
) −  𝐹𝑒𝑥 ∗ (

𝐴𝑙𝑢𝑚,𝑘𝑖𝑑

𝑉𝑙𝑢𝑚,𝑘𝑖𝑑
)  − (𝑘𝑜𝑛 ∗  𝐴𝑙𝑢𝑚,𝑘𝑖𝑑 ∗  

𝑅𝐹𝑘𝑖𝑑

𝑉𝑙𝑢𝑚,𝑘𝑖𝑑
) + 𝑘𝑜𝑓𝑓 ∗

 𝐴𝑅𝑘𝑖𝑑    

(Eq. 2) 

𝑑𝐴𝑅𝑘𝑖𝑑

𝑑𝑡
 =  (𝑘𝑜𝑛 ∗  𝐴𝑙𝑢𝑚,𝑘𝑖𝑑 ∗  

𝑅𝐹𝑘𝑖𝑑

𝑉𝑙𝑢𝑚,𝑘𝑖𝑑
) −  𝑘𝑜𝑓𝑓 ∗  𝐴𝑅𝑘𝑖𝑑  −  𝜆𝑖𝑛𝑡,   𝑘𝑖𝑑 ∗  𝐴𝑅𝑘𝑖𝑑          (Eq. 3) 

 

FREE RECEPTOR MODEL 

Two compartments were used to describe the PSMA binding in PSMA-positive organs to 

describe change in the amount of free available PSMA-receptors over time (Equation 4 and 

5, and Supplemental figure 4). Equation 4 was based on the model reported by Winter et 

al (27) and is the direct inverse to the amount of receptor bound ligand, ARi (equation 5). 

RFi describes the amount of unbound receptors (equation 4). The baseline amount of 

receptors (RFi) available for drug binding was calculated with Vi and Rdens, i. Following bolus 

injection of 18F-DCFPyL into the model, the free receptor amount decreases by association 

of ligand to receptor  (𝑘𝑜𝑛 ∗  𝐴𝑖𝑛𝑡,𝑖 ∗  
𝑅𝐹𝑖

𝑉𝑖𝑛𝑡,   𝑖
), increases by dissociation of ligand from receptor 

(𝑘𝑜𝑓𝑓 ∗  𝐴𝑅𝑖) and decreases through internalization of receptor-ligand complex (𝜆𝑖𝑛𝑡,   𝑖 ∗  𝐴𝑅𝑖). 

In this model, two assumptions were made. Firstly, the model assumes that there is no 

physiological synthesis or degradation of receptors. Secondly, the model assumes that 

after internalization or receptor-ligand complex, the receptor is uncoupled from ligand and 

recycled to the cell surface without a delay in time. 

𝑑𝑅𝐹𝑖

𝑑𝑡
 =  𝑘𝑜𝑓𝑓 ∗  𝐴𝑅𝑖  −  (𝑘𝑜𝑛 ∗  𝐴𝑖𝑛𝑡,𝑖 ∗  

𝑅𝐹𝑖

𝑉𝑖𝑛𝑡,   𝑖
) +  𝜆𝑖𝑛𝑡,   𝑖 ∗  𝐴𝑅𝑖  (4) 

𝑑𝐴𝑅𝑖

𝑑𝑡
 =  (𝑘𝑜𝑛 ∗  𝐴𝑖𝑛𝑡,𝑖 ∗  

𝑅𝐹𝑖

𝑉𝑖𝑛𝑡,   𝑖
) − 𝑘𝑜𝑓𝑓 ∗  𝐴𝑅𝑖 − 𝜆𝑖𝑛𝑡,   𝑖  ∗  𝐴𝑅𝑖  (5) 

 

PARAMETERS 

The model parameters are described in supplementary table 1. The physiological 

parameters such as organ volumes and flow were not expected to differ between healthy 

and PCa patients or between different kinds of ligands. For this reason, these parameters 

were calculated based on or taken from literature.  Drug specific parameters were adapted 

to 18F-DCFPyL. The most important changes are described below.  
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RECEPTOR BINDING  

Receptor binding values, KD and Kon were taken from literature. (26, 28) The koff  was 

calculated by dividing multiplying the kon with the KD.   

KIDNEY PARAMETERS 

Some of the kidney parameters were changed to fit 18F-DCFPyL. Firstly, it was assumed 

that 18F-DCFPyL was fully excreted by the glomerular filtration. This was based on the 

molecular weight of 18F-DCFPyL. (29) Secondly, it was assumed that once filtrated, 18F-

DCFPyL would not be reabsorbed through tubular reabsorption. The short half-life of 18F-

DCFPyL (3.47 h) and low blood concentration after 120 minutes suggest the drug is not 

reabsorbed. (24, 26) 

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

A local sensitivity analysis was done for 25 different patient specific parameters to 

determine the robustness of our model and the influence of these parameters to predict 

interindividual variability in drug uptake between patients. The deviation from the average 

was calculated with equation 6. The mean, upper and lower limit of each parameter was 

based on literature data or taken from the patients included in the studies by Janssen et 

al (2019 & 2020). (26, 30) (supplementary table 2). A new simulation was performed for 

each separate deviation from the baseline value. Only one parameter was changed at a 

time, which resulted in 54 separate simulations. For each simulation the deviation from 

average was calculated for the tumors, and presented using waterfall plots. A deviation 

above 20% was seen as clinically significant. Supplementary table 2 shows the parameter 

values.  

𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 (
𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛−𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒

𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
) ∗ 100  (Eq. 6) 

 

PATIENT DATA 

To determine whether the PBPK-model could accurately predict the tissue distribution of 

18F-DCFPyL in prostate cancer patients, the data was compared with observed PET-scan 

data of 8 patients with metastatic prostate cancer previously presented in Amsterdam UMC 

(REF). The PET-scan data gave information on activity in blood, tumor lesion, muscles and 

lungs between 5 and 120 minutes after injection, measured using the SUVpeak.  All patients 

were included in a previously reported study. (26, 30)  The age, bodyweight (BW), body 

height (BH), eGFR and haematocrit (H) of these patients was also acquired for a proper 

fit.  
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SOFTWARE AND SIMULATIONS 

Software used for the modelling and simulations was R in R Studio (version 4.0.3). To 

solve the ODEs, the deSolve package (version 1.32) was used. (31, 32) 

Simulations were performed at a time range of 0-120 minutes with a time interval of 1 

minute, reflecting the PK-profile during sampling of the clinical study data. 18F-DCFPyL 

was administered (in the model and clinical practice) via single bolus injection to the 

venous compartment. (24) 
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RESULTS 

FINAL MODEL VALIDATION 

The predictive value of the final model was evaluated by reproducing the reported values 

of patient 4 reported by Begum et al. (18) Two separate simulations were performed for 

68Ga and 177Lu.  The final model adequately reproduced the literature data 

(supplementary figure 2 and 3). As a result the model was deemed fit to implement for 

18F-DCFPyL.   

FINAL MODEL 

The tissue distribution of 18F-DCFPyL in patients with PCa was simulated with the full 

PBPK-model to predict the concentration in the arterial blood, total tumor lesion, lungs 

and muscles. The result of the simulation is shown in figures 2A-D. The means of the BW, 

BH, eGFR, age and H were used. Supplemental figure 4A-H show the simulations for 

specific patients. 

A B 

  

C D 

  

Figure 2. The simulation together with the corresponding observations (26) for the tumors (A), 

arterial blood (B), lungs (C) and muscles (D). The simulations are representing with solid black lines. The 

observations are represented with grey stars.     
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Figure 2B shows that the PBPK-model could adequately  predict the distribution in tumors, 

arterial blood, lungs and muscles. The blood, lung and muscle simulations showed a slight 

over prediction of the Cmax compared to the observed values. The tumor simulation shows 

a steeper slope than the observations. It also does not seem to reach plateau within 120 

minutes, in contrast to the observations.  

Sensitivity analysis 

A local sensitivity analysis was performed for 25 different parameters. The results of the 

sensitivity analysis are shown in figure 3 and supplementary figure 5A-G.  

 

Figure 3. The waterfall plot of the sensitivity analysis for the XR, Fdens,tu1, Fdens,tu1 and H. The 20% 

deviation from the mean is represented by the dotted black line.  

The parameters in figure 3 showed a 20% deviation from the mean. These were the 

parameters XR, Fdens,tu2, Fdens,tu1 and H. The tumor flow densities for tumors 1 and 2 showed 

significance for both the lower and upper values. Other parameters that didn’t show 

significance are given in supplementary figure 5.   
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DISCUSSION 

In this study a whole body PBPK-model was developed to predict the tissue distribution of 

18F-DCFPyL in patients with PCa. Data about the height, weight, eGFR, age and 

haematocrit of specific patients were used to create individual patient-predictions. Other 

parameters were taken from literature. The model is mechanistic and is able to predict the 

distribution in different organs, including target tissues and OARs. A receptor binding 

model was added to describe the amount of free receptors available in the PSMA-positive 

organ compartments. The kidney model was adapted to accurately describe the excretion 

of 18F-DCFPyL. The final model was able to adequately predict the distribution of 18F-

DCFPyL in patients with prostate cancer. Our tumor concentration predictions did not show 

a maximal tumor uptake within 120 minutes, whereas observations showed saturation. 

A local sensitivity analysis was performed to study the robustness of our model and the 

influence of different patient or drug specific characteristics. The analysis was done on 25 

different parameters. The sensitivity analysis proved the robustness of our model, as only 

4 parameters (Xr, the Fdens,tu1, Fdens,tu2 and H) caused a deviation higher than 20%. The 

influence of haematocrit on the tumor uptake has not been reported yet. Interestingly, 

our study population had an average haematocrit of 0.37 whereas literature shows an 

average between 0.40-0.55 (supplementary table 1 and 2). The sensitivity analysis also 

showed that changes in tumor blood flow significantly influenced the tumor uptake. It is 

known from literature that tumor blood flow might also be correlated with PCa 

aggressiveness. (33) Other parameters that showed an almost significant deviation were 

BW, eGFR, Xv, Rdens,tu1 and Rdens,tu2. These results prove that measurements of these 

parameters are needed to properly predict the tissue distribution with our model. The 

λrel,kid and  λrel,tu showed almost no influence on the model outcome. Thus, these 

parameters can be fixed on the same literature values in the future and individual 

estimates are not needed. The organ volumes of the kidneys, parotid-, submandibular-, 

lacrimal glands liver and spleen showed little effect on the tumor uptake. In the future, 

the volume of these organs can be calculated from the BW or fixed on literature values 

instead of measuring them through CT.  

Although the model we created showed an accurate fit, there were a few limitations to our 

study. Firstly, the current receptor model assumes that internalized ligand is directly 

recycled to the surface. However recycling may be delayed. (27) Secondly, the PSMA 

receptor densities were taken from literature values. These parameters were not measured 

in the patient population included by Janssen et al. (26) As shown in the sensitivity 

analysis, these parameters influence the distribution to the tumors. PSMA receptor density 

is also known to be influenced by androgen depletion therapy. (34) Therefore, this 
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parameter should be taken from inpatient measurements in the future, to accurately tissue 

distribution. This could be done through biopsies. (35, 36) Thirdly, the TTVs were not 

available for the specific patients. Because of this a mean TTV from Janssen et al (30) was 

used for the model. As shown in the sensitivity analysis, this parameter also influences 

the outcome and should there be measured in individual patients in the future. Lastly, the 

reported data from Janssen et al (26) is from one patient. To study variability between 

patients it is important to include multiple patients in the future.  

Our model is able to adequately predict the tissue distribution of 18F-DCFPyL in patients 

with prostate cancer. In the future the model should be expanded to include a more 

accurate receptor model. When radiolabelled PSMA ligands are used for therapy the 

radiolabelled ligand may cause receptor degradation. This may cause a delay in recycling. 

This degradation is described in the PSMA-receptor model created by Winter et al. This 

model also includes other factors that influence the receptor amount such as constitutive 

endocytosis, ligand induced endocytosis, ligand dependent and independent synthesis, 

ligand independent and independent degradation, and recycling of ligand bound receptors. 

(27) 

Additionally, tumor shrinkage is not accounted for in this model as during the 120 minute 

simulation time, no changes in tumor volume occur. However, in theranostics, the drug is 

not just provided for diagnosis, but also for therapy. Therapy with a 177Lu PSMA-ligand is 

given in cycles of 6-8 weeks, (37) where tumor shrinkage is expected upon rescan. This 

could also influence the absorbed dosage for the target tissues and the OARs per 

therapy/scan cycle. (16, 18) For this reason tumor shrinkage is an important addition to 

future models for therapeutic ligands. A model as such has been created by Kletting et al. 

This model incorporates the parameters volume at time of first PET/CT, net growth rate of 

androgen-independent cells, biologically effective dose to organs and the intrinsic radio 

sensitivity of PSMA-positive tumor cells to calculate tumor growth or reduction after 6 

weeks of 177Lu-therapy.  

When properly validated, the final PBPK-model provides a first step for model-based 

individualized dosing (MIPD) and in the development for novel PSMA PET tracers in the 

future. The model is extensive and simulates distribution to a variety of tissues. In 

combination with patient specific characteristics such as weight, eGFR and TTV, an optimal 

dose can be calculated. This dose will be based on optimal efficacy and least amount of 

toxicity. The model can also distinguish between healthy and malignant prostate tissue 

through the use of the PSMA receptor density, which is different between healthy and 

malignant tissue. This could be used to predict novel PET tracers with an optimal tumor-

to-background contrast in patients and predict the image quality of the compounds.  
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CONCLUSION 

The goal of our research was to investigate whether a whole PBPK-model can correctly 

predict the tissue distribution of 18F-DCFPyL in patient with PCa. A whole body PBPK-

model was developed for this purpose. The developed model predicted an accurate 

distribution of 18F-DCFPyL in patients with metastatic PCa.  
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SUPPLEMENTAL DATA 

PBPK-MODEL 
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Supplemental figure 1. The models for the sub compartments of the various tissues. A) The sub 

compartment model of the kidneys. The filtration from the vascular space to the kidney lumen is described 

by Ffil. The excretion from the kidney lumen to the urine is described by Fex. The receptor binding and 

internalisation is similar to other PSMA-positive tissue model. B) The sub compartmental model of the 

liver. The vascular space receives drug from the arteries (Fli), the spleen (Fspl) and the GI-tract (FGI). The other 

compartments are similar to the PSMA-positive tissue model. C) The compartmental model of the lungs. 

The lung receives drug from the veins by Flu. D) The sub compartmental model of the other PSMA-

negative tissues (muscles, adipose, skin, red marrow, bones, rest) except for the brains. E) The sub 

compartmental model of the brains. This model only consists of a vascular space as 18F-DCFPyL does not 

show uptake into the brains. (25) 
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PBPK-MODEL EQUATIONS 

Free vascular ligand 

Veins 

dAven

dt
 =  ∑ Fi ∗  

Avasc,   i

Vvasc,   i
 + (Fli+spl+gi) ∗ 

Avasc,   li

Vvasc,   li
− Flu ∗ 

Aven

Vven
     

Supl. Eq 1 

Arteries 

dAart

dt
 =  Flu ∗  

Avasc,   lu

Vvasc,   lu
− ∑ Fi ∗  

Aart

Vart
       

Supl. Eq 2 

All tissues except lungs, kidneys, liver and brains.  

dAvasc,   i

dt
 =  Fi ∗ 

Aart

Vart
 −  Fi ∗ (

Avasc,   i

Vvasc,   i
) − PSi  ∗  (

Avasc,   i

Vvasc,   i
) + PSi ∗ (

Aint,   i

Vint,   i
)  

Supl. Eq 3 

Kidneys 

dAvasc,   kid

dt
 =  Fkid ∗ 

Aart

Vart
 −  Fkid ∗ (

Avasc,   kid

Vvasc,   kid
) − Ffil ∗ (

Avasc,   kid

Vvasc,   kid
)  

Supl. Eq 4 

Lungs 

dAvasc,   lu

dt
 =  Flu ∗  

Aven

Vven
 −  Flu ∗ (

Avasc,   lu

Vvasc,   lu
) − PSlu ∗ (

Avasc,   lu

Vvasc,   lu
) + PSlu ∗ (

Aint,   lu

Vint,   lu
)    

Supl. Eq 5 

Liver 

dAvasc,   li

dt
 =  Fli ∗ 

Aart

Vart
− (Fli+spl+gi) ∗ 

Avasc,   li

Vvasc,   li
+ Fspl ∗ 

Avasc,   spl

Vvasc,   spl
+ FGI ∗ 

Avasc,   GI

Vvasc,   GI
− PSli ∗                       (

Avasc,   li

Vvasc,   li
) +

 PSli ∗ (
Aint,   li

Vint,   li
)  

Supl. Eq 6 

Brains 

dAvasc,   br

dt
 =  Fbr ∗ 

Aart

Vart
−  Fi ∗ (

Avasc,   br

Vvasc,   br
)   

Supl. Eq. 8 

 

Free interstitial ligand 

PSMA-positive tissues (tumors, prostate, liver, spleen, GI-tract, parotid glands, 

submandibular glands and lacrimal glands) except for the kidneys 

dAint,   i

dt
 =  PSi ∗ (

Avasc,   i

Vvasc,   i
) − PSi ∗ (

Aint,   i

Vint,   i
) − (kon ∗  Aint,i ∗  

RFi

Vint,   i
) + koff ∗  ARi   

Supl. Eq. 9 

PSMA-negative tissues (red marrow, muscles, skin, brains, adipose tissue, heart, bone and 

rest) except for brains 

dAint,   i

dt
 =  PSi ∗ (

Avasc,   i

Vvasc,   i
) − PSi ∗ (

Aint,   i

Vint,   i
)   

Supl. Eq. 10 

 

Free ligand in lumen 

𝑑𝐴𝑙𝑢𝑚,𝑘𝑖𝑑

𝑑𝑡
 =  𝐹𝑓𝑖𝑙 ∗ (

𝐴𝑣𝑎𝑠𝑐,   𝑘𝑖𝑑

𝑉𝑣𝑎𝑠𝑐,   𝑘𝑖𝑑
) − 𝐹𝑒𝑥 ∗ (

𝐴𝑙𝑢𝑚,𝑘𝑖𝑑

𝑉𝑙𝑢𝑚,𝑘𝑖𝑑
) − (𝑘𝑜𝑛 ∗ 𝐴𝑙𝑢𝑚,𝑘𝑖𝑑 ∗ 

𝑅𝐹𝑘𝑖𝑑

𝑉𝑙𝑢𝑚,𝑘𝑖𝑑
) + 𝑘𝑜𝑓𝑓 ∗ 𝐴𝑅𝑘𝑖𝑑    Supl. Eq. 11 
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Ligand bound to PSMA-receptors on cell-surface 

PSMA-positive tissues (tumors, prostate, liver, spleen, GI-tract, parotid glands, 

submandibular glands and lacrimal glands) except for the kidneys 

𝑑𝐴𝑅𝑖

𝑑𝑡
 =  (𝑘𝑜𝑛 ∗ 𝐴𝑖𝑛𝑡,𝑖 ∗ 

𝑅𝐹𝑖

𝑉𝑖𝑛𝑡,   𝑖
) − 𝑘𝑜𝑓𝑓 ∗ 𝐴𝑅𝑖 − 𝜆𝑖𝑛𝑡,   𝑖 ∗  𝐴𝑅𝑖         

Supl. Eq. 12 

Kidneys 

𝑑𝐴𝑅𝑘𝑖𝑑

𝑑𝑡
 =  (𝑘𝑜𝑛 ∗  𝐴𝑙𝑢𝑚,𝑘𝑖𝑑 ∗  

𝑅𝐹𝑘𝑖𝑑

𝑉𝑙𝑢𝑚,𝑘𝑖𝑑
) − 𝑘𝑜𝑓𝑓 ∗  𝐴𝑅𝑘𝑖𝑑  − 𝜆𝑖𝑛𝑡,   𝑘𝑖𝑑 ∗  𝐴𝑅𝑘𝑖𝑑         

Supl. Eq. 13 

 

Internalized ligand 

All PSMA-positive tissues (kidneys, tumors, prostate, liver, spleen, GI-tract, parotid glands, 

submandibular glands and lacrimal glands) 

dAintern,   i

dt
 =  λint,   i ∗ ARi −  λext,   i ∗ Aintern,   i     

Supl. Eq. 14 

 

Free receptors on cell surface 

All PSMA-positive tissues (tumors, prostate, liver, spleen, GI-tract, parotid glands, 

submandibular glands and lacrimal glands) except for the kidneys 

𝑑𝑅𝐹𝑖

𝑑𝑡
 =  𝑘𝑜𝑓𝑓 ∗ 𝐴𝑅𝑖  − (𝑘𝑜𝑛 ∗  𝐴𝑖𝑛𝑡,𝑖 ∗  

𝑅𝐹𝑖

𝑉𝑖𝑛𝑡,   𝑖
) + 𝜆𝑖𝑛𝑡,   𝑖 ∗ 𝐴𝑅𝑖     

Supl. Eq. 15 

Kidneys 

𝑑𝑅𝐹𝑘𝑖𝑑

𝑑𝑡
 =  𝑘𝑜𝑓𝑓 ∗ 𝐴𝑅𝑘𝑖𝑑  − (𝑘𝑜𝑛 ∗ 𝐴𝑖𝑛𝑡,𝑘𝑖𝑑 ∗  

𝑅𝐹𝑘𝑖𝑑

𝑉𝑙𝑢𝑚,𝑘𝑖𝑑
) + 𝜆𝑖𝑛𝑡,   𝑘𝑖𝑑 ∗  𝐴𝑅𝑘𝑖𝑑     

Supl. Eq. 16 
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PBPK-MODEL PARAMETERS 

Supplemental table 1. The parameters used for the PBPK-model. 

Parameter Definition Value Unit Source 

kon Association rate 0.09 𝐿

𝑛𝑚𝑜𝑙∗𝑚𝑖𝑛
   (26, 28) 

koff Dissociation rate Kdis * kon = 0.0441 Min-1 (26) 

Kdis Dissociation constant 0.49 ± 0.04 𝑛𝑚𝑜𝑙

𝐿
  (28) 

𝛗𝑲𝒊𝒅  Sieving of 18F-DCFPYL 1.0 Ratio (29)  

Fraex Excreted fraction of 

ligand 

1.0 Fraction (24, 26)  

Dose Molar dosage of ligand 𝐴𝑖𝑛𝑗

𝐴𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐
   nmol (26, 30) 

AInj Activity of administered 

18F-DCFPYL 

0.30 GBq (26, 30) 

Aspec Specific activity of 18F-

DCFPYL 

0.045 𝐺𝐵𝑞

𝑛𝑚𝑜𝑙
  (26, 30) 

BW Body weight 93.25 Kg (26) 

BH Body height 181.5 cm (26) 

BSA Body surface area 0.007184 ∗ 𝐵𝐻0.725 ∗ 𝐵𝑊0.425  𝑚2  (18) 

eGFR Estimated glomerular 

filtration rate 

73.5 mL/min (26) 

H Hematocrit 0.36 Ratio (26) 

Age Age 68.25 Years (18) 

Vtot, bw  Total body volume BW L (18) 

Vtot, i Total volume of tissue  L (18) 

Vtot, ven Total venous volume 0.0452 ∗  𝐵𝑊  L (23) 

Vtot, art Total arterial volume 0.0224 ∗  𝐵𝑊  L (23) 

Vtot, lu Total lung volume 𝐵𝑊

71
  L (18) 

TTV Total tumor volume 0.0214 L (18, 30) 

Vtot, tu1 Total volume of tumor 1 0.02313625 ∗  𝑇𝑇𝑉  L (26) 

Vtot, tu2 Total volume of tumor 2 0.02956298 ∗  𝑇𝑇𝑉  L (26) 

Vtot, turest Total volume of the rest 

tumor 

0.9473008 ∗  𝑇𝑇𝑉  L (26) 

XV Ratio between 

measured and actual 

rest tumor volume 

0.64 L (18) 
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Parameter Definition Value Unit Source 

Vtot, pro Total volume of the 

prostate 

0.016∗𝐵𝑊

71
  L (18) 

Vtot, kid Total kidney volume 0.3 L (38) 

Vtot, li Total liver volume (0.023 * BW) L (39) 

Vtot, spl Total splenic volume (0.003 * BW) L (39) 

Vtot, GI Total volume of the GI-

tract 

(0.385 + 0.548 + 0.104 + 0.15) ∗ 𝐵𝑊

71
  L (18) 

Vtot, par Total volume of the 

parotid glands 

0.032 L (40) 

Vtot, sm Total volume of the 

submandibular glands 

0.0095 L (40) 

Vtot, lg Total volume of the 

lacrimal glands 

0.00068 L (41) 

Vtot, rm Total volume of the red 

marrow 

1.1∗𝐵𝑊

71
  L (18) 

Vtot, mu Total volume of the 

muscles 

30.078 ∗ 𝐵𝑊

71
  L (18) 

Vtot, sk Total volume of the skin 3.408 ∗ 𝐵𝑊

71
  L (18) 

Vtot, br Total volume of the 

brain 

1.45 ∗ 𝐵𝑊

71
  L (18) 

Vtot, ad Total adipose tissue 

volume 

13.465 ∗ 𝐵𝑊

71
  L (18) 

Vtot, hrt Total heart volume  
0.341 ∗ 𝐵𝑊

71
  L (18) 

Vtot, bo Total bone volume 

(without the red 

marrow) 

10.165 ∗ 𝐵𝑊

71
− 𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡,   𝑟𝑚  L (18) 

Vtot, rest Total rest volume 𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡,   𝐵𝑊 − ∑ 𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡,   𝑖𝑖   L (18) 

Fravasc, i Vascular volume 

fraction of tissue 

 Fraction (18) 

Fravasc,lu Vascular volume 

fraction of the lungs 

0.055 Fraction (42) 

Fravasc,tu  Vascular volume 

fraction of tumors 1,2 

and rest 

0.05 ∗  (1 –  𝐻)  Fraction (18) 

Fravasc, kid Vascular volume 

fraction of the kidneys 

0.055 Fraction (18) 

Fravasc, li Vascular volume 

fraction of the liver 

0.085 Fraction (18) 
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Parameter Definition Value Unit Source 

Fravasc, spl Vascular volume 

fraction of the spleen 

0.12 Fraction (18) 

Vser, body Serum volume of body 2.8 ∗  (1 −  𝐻)  ∗  𝐵𝑆𝐴   L (18) 

Vser, ven Venous serum volume (0.18 ∗ 𝑉𝑠𝑒𝑟,𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦) + (0.045 ∗

 𝑉𝑠𝑒𝑟,𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦)  

L (18) 

Vser, art Arterial serum volume (0.06 ∗  𝑉𝑠𝑒𝑟,𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦 ) + (0.045 ∗

 𝑉𝑠𝑒𝑟,𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦)   

L (18) 

Vvasc, i Vascular serum volume 

of tissue (i) 

 L (18) 

Vvasc, lu Vascular lung volume 𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑙𝑢 ∗   𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑠𝑐,   𝑙𝑢  L (42) 

Vvasc, tu1 Vascular volume of 

tumor 1 

𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑡𝑢1 ∗  𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑠𝑐,𝑡𝑢  L (18) 

Vvasc, tu2 Vascular volume of 

tumor 2 

𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑡𝑢2 ∗  𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑠𝑐,𝑡𝑢  L (18) 

Vvasc, turest Vascular volume of the 

rest tumor 

𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 ∗   𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑠𝑐,𝑡𝑢  L (18) 

Vvasc, pro Vascular prostate 

volume 

0.004 ∗  (1 −  𝐻)  ∗  𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑝𝑟𝑜   L (18) 

Vvasc, kid Vascular kidney volume 𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑘𝑖𝑑  ∗  𝐹𝑣𝑎𝑠𝑐,𝑘𝑖𝑑   L (18) 

Vvasc, li Vascular liver volume 𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑙𝑖  ∗  𝐹𝑣𝑎𝑠𝑐,𝑙𝑖   L (18) 

Vvasc, spl Vascular spleen volume 𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑠𝑝𝑙  ∗  𝐹𝑣𝑎𝑠𝑐,𝑠𝑝𝑙   L (18) 

Vvasc, gi Vascular volume of the 

GI-tract 

0.076 ∗  𝑉𝑠𝑒𝑟,𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦  L (18) 

Vvasc, par Vascular parotid gland 

volume 

0.03 ∗  (1 −  𝐻)  ∗  𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑝𝑎𝑟  L (18) 

Vvasc, sm Vascular submandibular 

gland volume 

0.03 ∗  (1 −  𝐻) ∗  𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑠𝑚  L (18) 

Vvasc, lg Vascular lacrimal gland 

volume 

0.03 ∗  (1 −  𝐻)  ∗  𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑙𝑔  L (18) 

Vvasc, rm Vascular red marrow 

volume 

0.04 ∗  𝑉𝑠𝑒𝑟,𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦  L (18) 

Vvasc, mu Vascular muscle volume 0.14 ∗  𝑉𝑠𝑒𝑟,𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦  L (18) 

Vvasc, sk Vascular skin volume 0.03 ∗  𝑉𝑠𝑒𝑟,𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦  L (18) 

Vvasc, br Vascular brain volume 0.012 ∗  𝑉𝑠𝑒𝑟,𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦  L (18) 

Vvasc, ad Vascular adipose tissue 

volume 

0.05 ∗ 𝑉𝑠𝑒𝑟,𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦  L (18) 

Vvasc, hrt Vascular heart volume 0.01 ∗  𝑉𝑠𝑒𝑟,𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦  L (18) 
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Parameter Definition Value Unit Source 

Vvasc, bo Vascular bone volume 

(without the red 

marrow) 

(0.07 ∗  𝑉𝑠𝑒𝑟,𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦 )  −  𝑉𝑣𝑎𝑠𝑐,𝑟𝑚  L (18) 

Vvasc, rest Vascular rest volume 𝑉𝑠𝑒𝑟,𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦– ∑ 𝑉𝑣𝑎𝑠𝑐,   𝑖𝑖    L (18) 

Fraint, i Interstitial volume 

fraction of tissue (i) 

 Fraction (18) 

Fraint, lu Interstitial volume 

fraction of the lungs 

0.3 Fraction (42) 

Fraint, tu Interstitial volume 

fraction of tumors 1, 2 

and rest 

0.38 Fraction (18) 

Fraint, kid Interstitial volume 

fraction of the kidneys 

0.15 Fraction (18) 

Fraint, li Interstitial volume 

fraction of the liver 

0.2 Fraction (18) 

Fraint, spl Interstitial volume 

fraction of the spleen 

0.2 Fraction (18) 

Fraint, gi Interstitial volume 

fraction of the GI-tract 

0.1739634 Fraction (42) 

Fraint, rest Interstitial volume 

fraction of the rest 

tissue 

0.1712696 Fraction (42) 

αi   Ratio of interstitial to 

vascular volume  

 Fraction (18) 

αrm   Ratio of interstitial to 

vascular volume of the 

red marrow 

3.7 Fraction (18) 

αmu   Ratio of interstitial to 

vascular volume of the 

muscles 

5.9 Fraction (18) 

αsk   Ratio of interstitial to 

vascular volume of the 

skin 

8.9 Fraction (18) 

αad   Ratio of interstitial to 

vascular volume of the 

adipose tissue 

15.5 Fraction (18) 

αhrt  Ratio of interstitial to 

vascular volume of the 

heart 

3.7 Fraction (18) 
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Parameter Definition Value Unit Source 

αbo  Ratio of interstitial to 

vascular volume of the 

bones (without red 

marrow) 

8.4 Fraction (18) 

Vint, i Interstitial volume of 

tissue (i)  

 L (18) 

Vint, lu Interstitial lung volume 𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑙𝑢  ∗  𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡,𝑙𝑢  L (18) 

Vint, tu1 Interstitial volume of 

tumor 1 

𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑡𝑢1  ∗  𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡,𝑡𝑢1  L (18) 

Vint, tu2 Interstitial volume of 

tumor 2 

𝑉 𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑡𝑢2 ∗ 𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡,𝑡𝑢  L (18) 

Vint, turest Interstitial volume of 

the rest tumor 

𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡  ∗  𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡,𝑡𝑢  L (18) 

Vint, pro Interstitial prostate 

volume 

0.25 ∗  𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑝𝑟𝑜  L (18) 

Vint, kid Interstitial kidney 

volume 

𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑘𝑖𝑑  ∗  𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡,𝑘𝑖𝑑  L (18) 

Vint, li Interstitial liver volume 𝑉 𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑙𝑖 ∗ 𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡,𝑙𝑖  L (18) 

Vint, spl Interstitital spleen 

volume 

𝑉 𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑠𝑝𝑙 ∗ 𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡,𝑠𝑝𝑙  L (18) 

Vint, GI Interstitial volume of 

the GI-tract 

𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑔𝑖  ∗  𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡,𝑔𝑖  L (18) 

Vint, par Interstitial parotid gland 

volume 

0.23 ∗  𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑝𝑎𝑟  L (18) 

Vint, sm Interstitial 

submandibular gland 

volume 

0.23 ∗  𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑠𝑚  L (18) 

Vint, lg Interstitial lacrimal 

gland volume 

0.23 ∗  𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑙𝑔  L (18) 

Vint, rm Interstitial red marrow 

volume 

𝑉𝑣𝑎𝑠𝑐,𝑟𝑚 ∗  𝛼𝑟𝑚  L (18) 

Vint, mu Interstitial muscle 

volume 

𝑉𝑣𝑎𝑠𝑐,𝑚𝑢  ∗ 𝛼𝑚𝑢  L (18) 

Vint, sk Interstitial skin volume 𝑉𝑣𝑎𝑠𝑐,𝑠𝑘  ∗  𝛼𝑠𝑘  L (18) 

Vint, ad Interstitial adipose 

tissue volume 

𝑉𝑣𝑎𝑠𝑐,𝑎𝑑  ∗  𝛼𝑎𝑑  L (18) 

Vint, hrt Interstitial heart volume 𝑉𝑣𝑎𝑠𝑐,ℎ𝑟𝑡  ∗  𝛼ℎ𝑟𝑡  L (18) 
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Parameter Definition Value Unit Source 

Vint, bo Interstitial bone bone 

volume (without red 

marrow) 

𝑉𝑣𝑎𝑠𝑐,𝑏𝑜  ∗  𝛼𝑏𝑜  L (18) 

Vint, rest Interstitial rest tissue 

volume 

𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡  ∗  𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡,𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡  L (18) 

Fdens, i Flow density of tissue 

per unit mass (i) 

 𝑚𝐿

min∗𝑔 
    (18) 

Fdens, tu1 Flow density of tumor 1 0.1351538 𝑚𝐿

min∗𝑔 
    (18) 

Fdens, tu2 Flow density of tumor 2 0.2676154 𝑚𝐿

min∗𝑔 
    (18) 

XF Ratio between actual 

and assumed flow 

density of the rest 

tumor 

0.53 Fraction (18) 

Fdens, turest Flow density of the rest 

tumor 

𝑋𝐹  ∗  (
𝐹𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠,𝑡𝑢1 + 𝐹𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠,𝑡𝑢2

2
)  

𝑚𝐿

min∗𝑔 
    (18) 

Fdens, pro Flow density of the 

prostate 

0.18 ∗  (1 −  𝐻)  𝑚𝐿

min∗𝑔 
    (18) 

Fdens, par Flow density of the 

parotid glands 

0.16 𝑚𝐿

min∗𝑔 
    (18) 

Fdens, sm Flow density of the 

submandibular glands 

𝐹𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠,𝑝𝑎𝑟   
𝑚𝐿

min∗𝑔 
    (18) 

Fdens, lg Flow density of the 

lacrimal glands 

𝐹𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠,𝑝𝑎𝑟  
𝑚𝐿

min∗𝑔 
    (18) 

Fk, C Age-independent blood 

flow to kidney 

4.3 𝑚𝐿

min∗𝑔 
    (18) 

Fk, age  Age dependent blood 

flow to kidney 

𝐹𝑘,𝐶  − (0.026 ∗  𝐴𝑔𝑒)  𝑚𝐿

min∗𝑔 
    (18) 

Ftot Total body flow 𝑉𝑠𝑒𝑟,𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦 ∗  1.23   𝐿

𝑚𝑖𝑛 
    (18) 

Fi Blood flow to tissue (i)  𝐿

𝑚𝑖𝑛 
    (18) 

Flu Lung flow 𝐹𝑡𝑜𝑡  
𝐿

𝑚𝑖𝑛 
    (18) 

Ftu1 Flow to tumor 1 𝐹𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠,𝑡𝑢1  ∗  𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑡𝑢1  
𝐿

𝑚𝑖𝑛 
    (18) 

Ftu2 Flow to tumor 2 𝐹𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠,𝑡𝑢2  ∗  𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑡𝑢2  
𝐿

𝑚𝑖𝑛 
    (18) 

Fturest Flow to the rest tumor 𝐹𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠,𝑝𝑟𝑜  ∗  𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡  
𝐿

𝑚𝑖𝑛 
    (18) 

Fpro Prostate flow 𝐹𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠,𝑝𝑟𝑜 ∗  𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑝𝑟𝑜  
𝐿

𝑚𝑖𝑛 
    (18) 

Fkid Kidney flow 𝐹𝑘,𝑎𝑔𝑒  ∗  𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑘𝑖𝑑  ∗  (1 −  𝐻)  𝐿

𝑚𝑖𝑛 
    (18) 
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Fli Liver flow 0.065 ∗  𝐹𝑡𝑜𝑡  
𝐿

𝑚𝑖𝑛 
    (18) 

Fspl Spleen flow 0.03 ∗  𝐹𝑡𝑜𝑡  
𝐿

𝑚𝑖𝑛 
    (18) 

FGI Flow to the  GI-tract 0.16 ∗  𝐹𝑡𝑜𝑡  
𝐿

𝑚𝑖𝑛 
    (18) 

Fpar Parotid gland flow 𝐹𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠,𝑝𝑎𝑟 ∗ 𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑝𝑎𝑟   
𝐿

𝑚𝑖𝑛 
    (18) 

Fsm Submandibular gland 

flow 

𝐹𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠,𝑠𝑚 ∗  𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑠𝑚   𝐿

𝑚𝑖𝑛 
    (18) 

Flg Lacrimal gland flow 𝐹𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠,𝑙𝑔 ∗ 𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑙𝑔   𝐿

𝑚𝑖𝑛 
    (18) 

Frm Red marrow flow 0.03 ∗  𝐹𝑡𝑜𝑡  
𝐿

𝑚𝑖𝑛 
    (18) 

Fmu Muscle flow 0.17 ∗  𝐹𝑡𝑜𝑡  
𝐿

𝑚𝑖𝑛 
    (18) 

Fsk Skin flow 0.05 ∗  𝐹𝑡𝑜𝑡  
𝐿

𝑚𝑖𝑛 
    (18) 

Fbr Brain flow 0.12 ∗  𝐹𝑡𝑜𝑡  
𝐿

𝑚𝑖𝑛 
    (18) 

Fad Adipose tissue flow 0.05 ∗  𝐹𝑡𝑜𝑡  
𝐿

𝑚𝑖𝑛 
    (18) 

Fhrt Heart flow 0.04 ∗  𝐹𝑡𝑜𝑡  
𝐿

𝑚𝑖𝑛 
    (18) 

Fbo Bone flow (without red 

marrow) 

0.05 ∗  𝐹𝑡𝑜𝑡   
𝐿

𝑚𝑖𝑛 
    (18) 

Frest Flow to the rest tissue 𝐹𝑡𝑜𝑡 – ∑ 𝐹𝑖𝑖    𝐿

𝑚𝑖𝑛 
    (18) 

Φkid Ratio of sieving 

coefficients 

1 Fraction (29) 

Ffil Filtration flow of kidney eGFR ∗  Φkid  𝐿

𝑚𝑖𝑛 
    (18) 

Fraex Filtrated fraction of 

eGFR 

1 Fraction (24, 26) 

Fex Excretion flow of 

kidneys 

𝐹𝑓𝑖𝑙 ∗ 𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑒𝑥  
𝐿

𝑚𝑖𝑛 
    (18) 

Ki Permeability surface 

area product per unit 

mass 

 𝑚𝐿

min∗𝑔 
    (18) 

Kmu Permeability surface 

area product of muscles 

per unit mass 

0.02 𝑚𝐿

min∗𝑔 
    (18) 

Klu Permeability surface 

area product of lungs 

per unit mass 

𝐾𝑚𝑢 ∗ 100  𝑚𝐿

min∗𝑔 
    (18) 

Ktu Permeability surface 

area product of the 

tumors per unit mass 

0.6 𝑚𝐿

min∗𝑔 
    (18) 
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Kpro Permeability surface 

area product of the 

prostate per unit mass 

0.1 𝑚𝐿

min∗𝑔 
    (18) 

Kli Permeability surface 

area product of the liver 

per unit mass 

𝐾𝑚𝑢 ∗ 100  𝑚𝐿

min∗𝑔 
    (18) 

Kspl Permeability surface 

area product of the 

spleen per unit mass 

𝐾𝑙𝑖  
𝑚𝐿

min∗𝑔 
    (18) 

Kgi Permeability surface 

area product of the GI-

tract per unit mass 

0.02 𝑚𝐿

min∗𝑔 
    (18) 

Kpar Permeability surface 

area product of the 

parotid glands per unit 

mass 

0.4 𝑚𝐿

min∗𝑔 
    (18) 

Ksm Permeability surface 

area product of the 

submandibular glands 

per unit mass 

𝐾𝑝𝑎𝑟  
𝑚𝐿

min∗𝑔 
    (18) 

Klg Permeability surface 

area product of the 

lacrimal glands per unit 

mass 

𝐾𝑝𝑎𝑟  
𝑚𝐿

min∗𝑔 
    (18) 

Krm Permeability surface 

area product of the red 

marrow per unit mass 

𝐾𝑙𝑖  
𝑚𝐿

min∗𝑔 
    (18) 

Ksk Permeability surface 

area product of the skin 

per unit mass 

0.02 𝑚𝐿

min∗𝑔 
    (18) 

Kad Permeability surface 

area product of the 

adipose tissue per unit 

mass 

0.02 𝑚𝐿

min∗𝑔 
    (18) 

Khrt Permeability surface 

area product of the 

heart per unit mass 

0.02 𝑚𝐿

min∗𝑔 
    (18) 

Kbo Permeability surface 

area product of the 

bones per unit mass 

0.02 𝑚𝐿

min∗𝑔 
    (18) 
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Kpro Permeability surface 

area product of the 

prostate per unit mass 

0.02 𝑚𝐿

min∗𝑔 
    (18) 

PSlu Permeability surface 

area product of the 

lungs 

𝐾𝑙𝑢 ∗  𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑙𝑢  𝑚𝐿

𝑚𝑖𝑛
    (18) 

PStu1 Permeability surface 

area product of tumor 1 

𝐾𝑡𝑢 ∗ 𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑡𝑢1  
𝑚𝐿

𝑚𝑖𝑛
    (18) 

PStu2 Permeability surface 

area product of tumor 2 

𝐾𝑡𝑢 ∗ 𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑡𝑢2  
𝑚𝐿

𝑚𝑖𝑛
    (18) 

PSturest Permeability surface 

area product of the rest 

tumor 

𝐾𝑡𝑢 ∗ 𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡  
𝑚𝐿

𝑚𝑖𝑛
    (18) 

PSpro Permeability surface 

area product of the 

prostate 

𝐾𝑝𝑟𝑜 ∗ 𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑝𝑟𝑜  
𝑚𝐿

𝑚𝑖𝑛
    (18) 

PSli Permeability surface 

area product of the liver 

𝐾𝑙𝑖 ∗ 𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑙𝑖  
𝑚𝐿

𝑚𝑖𝑛
    (18) 

PSspl Permeability surface 

area product of the 

spleen 

𝐾𝑠𝑝𝑙 ∗ 𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑠𝑝𝑙  
𝑚𝐿

𝑚𝑖𝑛
    (18) 

PSgi Permeability surface 

area product of the GI-

tract 

𝐾𝑔𝑖 ∗  𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑔𝑖  
𝑚𝐿

𝑚𝑖𝑛
    (18) 

PSpar Permeability surface 

area product of the 

parotid glands 

𝐾𝑝𝑎𝑟 ∗  𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑝𝑎𝑟  
𝑚𝐿

𝑚𝑖𝑛
    (18) 

PSsm Permeability surface 

area product of the 

submandibular glands 

𝐾𝑠𝑚 ∗ 𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑠𝑚  𝑚𝐿

𝑚𝑖𝑛
    (18) 

PSlg Permeability surface 

area product of the 

lacrimal glands 

𝐾𝑙𝑔 ∗  𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑙𝑔  𝑚𝐿

𝑚𝑖𝑛
    (18) 

PSrm Permeability surface 

area product of the red 

marrow 

𝐾𝑟𝑚 ∗ 𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑟𝑚  𝑚𝐿

𝑚𝑖𝑛
    (18) 

PSmu Permeability surface 

area product of the 

muscles 

𝐾𝑚𝑢 ∗  𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑚𝑢  𝑚𝐿

𝑚𝑖𝑛
    (18) 
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PSsk Permeability surface 

area product of the skin 

𝐾𝑠𝑘 ∗  𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑠𝑘  
𝑚𝐿

𝑚𝑖𝑛
    (18) 

PSad Permeability surface 

area product of the 

adipose tissue 

𝐾𝑎𝑑 ∗  𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑎𝑑  𝑚𝐿

𝑚𝑖𝑛
    (18) 

PShrt Permeability surface 

area product of the 

heart 

𝐾𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑡 ∗  𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡,ℎ𝑟𝑡  
𝑚𝐿

𝑚𝑖𝑛
    (18) 

PSbo Permeability surface 

area product of the 

bnes 

𝐾𝑏𝑜 ∗  𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑏𝑜  
𝑚𝐿

𝑚𝑖𝑛
    (18) 

PSrest Permeability surface 

area product of the rest 

tissue 

𝐾𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 ∗ 𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡  
𝑚𝐿

𝑚𝑖𝑛
    (18) 

Labdaint, tu Internalisation rate of 

18F-DCFPyL by the 

tumors 

0.001 Min-1 (18) 

Labdaint, 

turest 

Internalisation rate of 

18F-DCFPyL by the rest 

tumor 

0.001 Min-1 (18) 

Labdaint, nt Internalisation rate of 

18F-DCFPyL by normal 

tissue 

Labdaint, tu Min-1 (18) 

Labdaint, 

pro 

Internalisation rate of 

18F-DCFPyL by the 

prostate 

Labdaint, tu Min-1 (18) 

Labdaint, kid Internalisation rate of 

18F-DCFPyL by the 

kidneys 

Labdaint, tu Min-1 (18) 

Labdaint, li Internalisation rate of 

18F-DCFPyL by the liver 

Labdaint, tu Min-1 (18) 

Labdaint, spl Internalisation rate of 

18F-DCFPyL by the 

spleen 

Labdaint, tu Min-1 (18) 

Labdaint, gi Internalisation rate of 

18F-DCFPyL by the GI-

tract 

Labdaint, tu Min-1 (18) 

Labdaint, 

par 

Internalisation rate of 

18F-DCFPyL by the 

parotid glands 

Labdaint, tu Min-1 (18) 
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Parameter Definition Value Unit Source 

Labdaint, sm Internalisation rate of 

18F-DCFPyL by the 

submandibular glands 

Labdaint, tu Min-1 (18) 

Labdaint, lg Internalisation rate of 

18F-DCFPyL by the 

lacrimal glands 

Labdaint, tu Min-1 (18) 

Labdarel, tu Release and 

degradation rate of 

18F-DCFPyL by the 

tumors 

1.4e-4 Min-1 (18) 

Labdarel, 

turest 

Release and 

degradation rate of 

18F-DCFPyL by the rest 

tumor 

Labdarel, tu Min-1 (18) 

Labdarel, kid Release and 

degradation rate of 

18F-DCFPyL by the 

kidneys 

2.3e-4   Min-1 (18) 

Labdarel, nt Release and 

degradation rate of 

18F-DCFPyL by normal 

tissue 

Labdarel, kid Min-1 (18) 

Labdarel, 

pro 

Release and 

degradation rate of 

18F-DCFPyL by the 

prostate 

Labdarel, nt Min-1 (18) 

Labdarel, li Release and 

degradation rate of 

18F-DCFPyL by the liver 

Labdarel, kid Min-1 (18) 

Labdarel, spl Release and 

degradation rate of 

18F-DCFPyL by the 

spleen 

Labdarel, kid Min-1 (18) 

Labdarel, gi Release and 

degradation rate of 

18F-DCFPyL by the GI-

tract 

Labdarel, nt Min-1 (18) 

Labdarel, 

par 

Release and 

degradation rate of 

18F-DCFPyL by the 

parotid glands 

0.00037       Min-1 (18) 
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Parameter Definition Value Unit Source 

Labdarel, sm Release and 

degradation rate of 

18F-DCFPyL by the 

submandibular glands 

Labdarel, par Min-1 (18) 

Labdarel, lg Release and 

degradation rate of 

18F-DCFPyL by the 

lacrimal glands 

Labdarel, par Min-1 (18) 

Rdens, tu1 PSMA receptor density 

of tumor 1 

44.93846 𝑁𝑚𝑜𝑙

𝐿
  (18) 

Rdens, tu2 PSMA receptor density 

of tumor 2 

47.38462 𝑁𝑚𝑜𝑙

𝐿
  (18) 

XR Ratio between assumed 

receptor density and 

actual receptor density 

of the rest tumor 

1.4 Fraction (18) 

Rdens, turest PSMA receptor density 

of the rest tumor 

𝑋𝑅
𝑅𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠.𝑡𝑢1+ 𝑅𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠.𝑡𝑢2

2
  

𝑁𝑚𝑜𝑙

𝐿
  (18) 

Rdens, kid PSMA receptor density 

of the kidneys 

18 𝑁𝑚𝑜𝑙

𝐿
  (18) 

Rdens, pro PSMA receptor density 

of the prostate 

𝑅𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠,𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 ∗ 0.1  𝑁𝑚𝑜𝑙

𝐿
  (18) 

Rdens, li PSMA receptor density 

of the liver 

𝑅𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠,𝑝𝑟𝑜 ∗ 0.05  𝑁𝑚𝑜𝑙

𝐿
  (18) 

Rdens, spl PSMA receptor density 

of the spleen 

𝑅𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠,𝑘𝑖𝑑 ∗ 0.2  𝑁𝑚𝑜𝑙

𝐿
  (18) 

Rdens, gi PSMA receptor density 

of the GI-tract 

𝑅𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠,𝑝𝑟𝑜 ∗ 0.06  𝑁𝑚𝑜𝑙

𝐿
  (18) 

Rdens, par PSMA receptor density 

of the parotid glands 

42                      𝑁𝑚𝑜𝑙

𝐿
   (18) 

Rdens, sm PSMA receptor density 

of the submandibular 

glands 

Rdens, par 𝑁𝑚𝑜𝑙

𝐿
  (18) 

Rdens, lg PSMA receptor density 

of the lacrimal glands 

Rdens, par 𝑁𝑚𝑜𝑙

𝐿
  (18) 

Rtot, tu1 Total PSMA receptor 

number of tumor 1 

𝑅𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠,𝑡𝑢1 ∗ 𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑡𝑢1  Nmol (18) 

Rtot, tu2 Total PSMA receptor 

number of tumor 2 

𝑅𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠,𝑡𝑢2 ∗ 𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑡𝑢2  Nmol (18) 
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Parameter Definition Value Unit Source 

Rtot, turest Total PSMA receptor 

number of the rest 

tumor 

𝑅𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠,𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 ∗ 𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡  Nmol (18) 

Rtot, pro Total PSMA receptor 

number of the prostate 

𝑅𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠,𝑝𝑟𝑜 ∗ 𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑝𝑟𝑜  Nmol (18) 

Rtot, kid Total PSMA receptor 

number of the kidneys 

𝑅𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠,𝑘𝑖𝑑 ∗ 𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑘𝑖𝑑  Nmol (18) 

Rtot, li Total PSMA receptor 

number of the liver 

𝑅𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠,𝑙𝑖 ∗ 𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑙𝑖  Nmol (18) 

Rtot, spl Total PSMA receptor 

number of the spleen 

𝑅𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠,𝑠𝑝𝑙 ∗ 𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑠𝑝𝑙  Nmol (18) 

Rtot, gi Total PSMA receptor 

number of the GI-tract 

𝑅𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠,𝑔𝑖 ∗ 𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑔𝑖  Nmol (18) 

Rtot, par Total PSMA receptor 

number of the parotid 

glands 

𝑅𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠,𝑝𝑎𝑟 ∗ 𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑝𝑎𝑟  Nmol (18) 

Rtot, sm Total PSMA receptor 

number of 

submandibular glands 

𝑅𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠,𝑠𝑚 ∗ 𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑠𝑚  Nmol  (18) 

Rtot, lg Total PSMA receptor 

number of the lacrimal 

glands 

𝑅𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠,𝑙𝑔 ∗ 𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑙𝑔  Nmol (18) 

Avasc, i Free vascular ligand in 

tissue (i) 

Simulated nmol (18) 

Aint, i Free interstitial ligand 

in tissue (i) 

Simulated nmol   (18) 

ARi Ligand bound to 

receptor on cell surface 

of tissue (i) 

Simulated nmol   (18) 

Aintern, i Free internalized ligand 

in in tissue (i) 

Simulated nmol   (18) 

Alum,kid Free ligand in the 

kidney lumen 

Simulated nmol (18) 

RFi Unbound receptors in 

the PSMA-positive 

tissues i) 

Simulated Nmol (27) 
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MODEL VALIDATION 

 

Supplemental figure 2. The simulation of patient 4 as reported by Begum et al. The solid lines are 

predictions made by our model and the dots are values reported by Begum et al.   

 

 

Supplemental figure 3. The simulation of patient 4 as reported by Begum et al. The solid lines are 

predictions made by our model and the dots are observations reported by Begum et al. 
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INDIVIDUAL PATIENT SIMULATIONS 

A B 

  

C D 

  

E F 

  

G H 

  

Supplemental figure 4. The individual simulations of the patient population included by Janssen et 

al. (26) 
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SENSITIVITEITS ANALYSIS 

PARAMETER VALUES 

Supplemental table 2. The sensitivity analysis parameters. 

Parameter Baseline value (lower value, 

upper value) 

Source 

BW (kg) 92 (64, 119) (26, 30) 

BH (cm) 181 (171, 191) (26, 30) 

Age (y) 68 (56, 81) (26, 30) 

eGFR (mL/min) 75 (15, 30, 45, 60, 90, 120) (43) 

Hematocrit (Ratio) 0.45 (0.27, 0.55) (26, 44) 

Total tumor burden (TTV) 

(L) 

Tumor 1 

Tumor 2 

Tumor rest 

0.0214 (0.0106 – 0.0632) 

0.02313625 * TTV (A)  

0.02956298 * TTV (A) 

0.9473008 * TTV (A)  

(18, 30) 

XV 0.64 (0.12, 1.16) (18) 

Kidney volume (L)  0.3 (0.22,  0.380) (38) 

Liver volume (L) 1.8 (1.020, 2.190) (45) 

Spleen volume (L) 0.180 (0.074, 0.229) (45) 

Parotid glands volume (L) 0.032 (0.028792, 0.035082) (40) 

Submandibular glands 

volume (L) 

0.0095 (0.00831, 0.01051) (40) 

Lacrimal glands volume (L) 0.00068 (0.000198, 0.001162) (41) 

Dose activity (GBq) 0.3 (0.292, 0.314) (26) 

Specific activity 

(GBq/nanomoles) 

0.045 (0.0162, 0.0785) In house 

measurements 

(B) 

F_dens_tu1  0.1351538 (0.037, 0.3658439) 

(C) 

(18) 

F_dens_tu2  0.2676154 (0.045, 1.177352) (C) (18) 
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Parameter Baseline value (lower value, 

upper value) 

Source 

X_F 0.53 (0.52986, 0.53014) (18) 

F_k_age_c  4.3 (3, 5.6) (18) 

R_dens_tu1 44.93846 (0, 98.68413) (D) (18) 

R_dens_tu2 47.38462 (0, 106.6329) (D) (18) 

X_R  1.4 (0, 2.8) (E) (18) 

R_dens_kid  18 (12.2, 23.8) (18) 

Labda_rel_tu  1.4e-4 (2.6e-5, 2.54e-4) (18) 

Labda_rel_kid  2.3e-4 (1.12e-4, 3.48e-4) (18) 

Notes  

Ranges were taken from literature. Upper and lower limits were either directly taken from 

literature data or calculated using two times the standard deviation.  

A. Based on ratio of tumor volumes between tumors as reported by Begum et al.  (18) 

B. Averages were based on in house measurements reports on specific activity of 18F-

DCFPYL administrations.  

C. Averages were taken from literature data. The upper limit was based on two times the 

standard deviation. The lower limit was taken from the lowest reported value, because 

otherwise the flow density would become a negative value.  

D. Averages were taken from literature data. The upper limit was based on two times the 

standard deviation. The lower limit was fixed on zero as negative receptor densities are 

not possible.  

E. No standard deviation was reported for the XR value in literature. A range was used 

between 0 and twice the baseline value.  
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SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS RESULTS 

A B 

  

C D 

  

E F 
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G  

 

 

Supplemental figure 5. Waterfall plots of the sensitivity analysis.  
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MODEL SCRIPT 

# ODE Model 

PBPK_Model_DCFPYLF18 <- function(t, state, parameters){ 

  with(as.list(c(state, parameters)),{ 

    #  
    # Veins  

    dA_ven             <- (  

                            + (F_kid * (A_vasc_kid/V_vasc_kid)) 

                            + (F_tu1 * (A_vasc_tu1/V_vasc_tu1))  

                            + (F_tu2 * (A_vasc_tu2/V_vasc_tu2)) 
                            + (F_turest * (A_vasc_turest/V_vasc_turest)) 

                            + (F_pro * (A_vasc_pro/V_vasc_pro)) 

                            + ((F_li + F_spl + F_gi) * (A_vasc_li/V_vasc_li)) 

                            + (F_par * (A_vasc_par/V_vasc_par)) 
                            + (F_sm * (A_vasc_sm/V_vasc_sm)) 

                            + (F_lg * (A_vasc_lg/V_vasc_lg)) 

                            + (F_rm * (A_vasc_rm/V_vasc_rm)) 

                            + (F_mu * (A_vasc_mu/V_vasc_mu)) 
                            + (F_sk * (A_vasc_sk/V_vasc_sk)) 

                            + (F_br * (A_vasc_br/V_vasc_br)) 

                            + (F_ad * (A_vasc_ad/V_vasc_ad)) 

                            + (F_hrt * (A_vasc_hrt/V_vasc_hrt)) 

                            + (F_bo * (A_vasc_bo/V_vasc_bo)) 
                            + (F_rest * (A_vasc_rest/V_vasc_rest)) 

                            - (F_lu * (A_ven/V_ser_ven)) 

                          )       

    #  
    # Arteries   

    dA_art             <- ( + (F_lu/V_vasc_lu*A_vasc_lu)   

                            - (F_kid * (A_art/V_ser_art))  

                            - (F_tu1 * (A_art/V_ser_art)) 
                            - (F_tu2 * (A_art/V_ser_art)) 

                            - (F_turest * (A_art/V_ser_art)) 

                            - (F_pro * (A_art/V_ser_art)) 

                            - (F_li * (A_art/V_ser_art)) 
                            - (F_spl * (A_art/V_ser_art)) 

                            - (F_gi * (A_art/V_ser_art)) 

                            - (F_par * (A_art/V_ser_art)) 

                            - (F_sm * (A_art/V_ser_art)) 

                            - (F_lg * (A_art/V_ser_art)) 
                            - (F_rm * (A_art/V_ser_art)) 

                            - (F_mu * (A_art/V_ser_art)) 

                            - (F_sk * (A_art/V_ser_art)) 

                            - (F_br * (A_art/V_ser_art)) 
                            - (F_ad * (A_art/V_ser_art)) 

                            - (F_hrt * (A_art/V_ser_art)) 

                            - (F_bo * (A_art/V_ser_art)) 

                            - (F_rest * (A_art/V_ser_art)) 
                          ) 

    #  

    # Lungs  

    dA_vasc_lu         <- F_lu * (A_ven/V_ser_ven) - F_lu * (A_vasc_lu/V_vasc_lu) - PS_lu * (A_vasc_lu/V_vasc_lu) + PS_lu * 
(A_int_lu/V_int_lu) 

    dA_int_lu          <- PS_lu * (A_vasc_lu/V_vasc_lu) - PS_lu * (A_int_lu/V_int_lu)  

    #  

    # Kidneys 

    dA_vasc_kid        <- F_kid * (A_art/V_ser_art) - F_kid * (A_vasc_kid/V_vasc_kid) - F_fil * (A_vasc_kid/V_vasc_kid) 
    dA_int_kid         <- F_fil * (A_vasc_kid/V_vasc_kid) - F_ex * (A_int_kid/V_int_kid) - (k_on * A_int_kid * RF_kid/V_int_kid) + k_off * AR_kid 

    dAR_kid            <- (k_on * A_int_kid * RF_kid/V_int_kid) - k_off * AR_kid - Labda_int_kid * AR_kid 

    dA_intern_kid      <- Labda_int_kid * AR_kid - Labda_ext_kid * A_intern_kid 

    #  
    # Tumor 1 

    dA_vasc_tu1        <- F_tu1 * (A_art/V_ser_art) - F_tu1 * (A_vasc_tu1/V_vasc_tu1) - PS_tu1 * (A_vasc_tu1/V_vasc_tu1) + PS_tu1 * 

(A_int_tu1/V_int_tu1) 

    dA_int_tu1         <- PS_tu1 * (A_vasc_tu1/V_vasc_tu1) - PS_tu1 * (A_int_tu1/V_int_tu1) - (k_on * A_int_tu1 * RF_tu1/V_int_tu1) + k_off * 
AR_tu1  

    dAR_tu1            <- (k_on * A_int_tu1 * RF_tu1/V_int_tu1) - k_off * AR_tu1 - Labda_int_tu * AR_tu1  

    dA_intern_tu1      <- Labda_int_tu * AR_tu1 - Labda_ext_tu * A_intern_tu1  

    #  

    # Tumor 2 
    dA_vasc_tu2        <- F_tu2 * (A_art/V_ser_art) - F_tu2 * (A_vasc_tu2/V_vasc_tu2) - PS_tu2 * (A_vasc_tu2/V_vasc_tu2) + PS_tu2 * 

(A_int_tu2/V_int_tu2)  

    dA_int_tu2         <- PS_tu2 * (A_vasc_tu2/V_vasc_tu2) - PS_tu2 * (A_int_tu2/V_int_tu2) - (k_on * A_int_tu2 * RF_tu2/V_int_tu2) + k_off * 

AR_tu2 
    dAR_tu2            <- (k_on * A_int_tu2 * RF_tu2/V_int_tu2) - k_off * AR_tu2 - Labda_int_tu * AR_tu2  

    dA_intern_tu2      <- Labda_int_tu * AR_tu2 - Labda_ext_tu * A_intern_tu2  

    #  

    # Tumors rest 
    dA_vasc_turest     <- F_turest * (A_art/V_ser_art) - F_turest * (A_vasc_turest/V_vasc_turest) - PS_turest * (A_vasc_turest/V_vasc_turest) 

+ PS_turest * (A_int_turest/V_int_turest) 

    dA_int_turest      <- PS_turest * (A_vasc_turest/V_vasc_turest) - PS_turest * (A_int_turest/V_int_turest) - (k_on * A_int_turest * 

RF_turest/V_int_turest) + k_off * AR_turest  
    dAR_turest         <- (k_on * A_int_turest * RF_turest/V_int_turest) - k_off * AR_turest - Labda_int_turest * AR_turest  

    dA_intern_turest   <- Labda_int_turest * AR_turest - Labda_ext_turest * A_intern_turest  

    #  

    # Prostate  

    dA_vasc_pro        <- F_pro * (A_art/V_ser_art) - F_pro * (A_vasc_pro/V_vasc_pro) - PS_pro * (A_vasc_pro/V_vasc_pro) + PS_pro * 
(A_int_pro/V_int_pro)  

    dA_int_pro         <- PS_pro * (A_vasc_pro/V_vasc_pro) - PS_pro * (A_int_pro/V_int_pro) - (k_on * A_int_pro * RF_pro/V_int_pro) +  k_off 

* AR_pro 

    dAR_pro            <- (k_on * A_int_pro * RF_pro/V_int_pro) - k_off * AR_pro - Labda_int_pro * AR_pro  
    dA_intern_pro      <- Labda_int_pro * AR_pro - Labda_ext_pro * A_intern_pro  

    #  
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    # Liver 

    dA_vasc_li         <- F_li * (A_art/V_ser_art) - (F_li + F_spl + F_gi) * (A_vasc_li/V_vasc_li) + F_spl * (A_vasc_spl/V_vasc_spl) + F_gi * 
(A_vasc_gi/V_vasc_gi) - PS_li * (A_vasc_li/V_vasc_li) + PS_li * (A_int_li/V_int_li) 

    dA_int_li          <- PS_li * (A_vasc_li/V_vasc_li) - PS_li * (A_int_li/V_int_li) - (k_on * A_int_li * RF_li/V_int_li) + k_off * AR_li  

    dAR_li             <- (k_on * A_int_li * RF_li/V_int_li) - k_off * AR_li - Labda_int_li * AR_li  

    dA_intern_li       <- Labda_int_li * AR_li - Labda_ext_li * A_intern_li  

    #  
    # Spleen 

    dA_vasc_spl        <- F_spl * (A_art/V_ser_art) - F_spl * (A_vasc_spl/V_vasc_spl) - PS_spl * (A_vasc_spl/V_vasc_spl) + PS_spl * 

(A_int_spl/V_int_spl)  

    dA_int_spl         <- PS_spl * (A_vasc_spl/V_vasc_spl) - PS_spl * (A_int_spl/V_int_spl) - (k_on * A_int_spl * RF_spl/V_int_spl) +  k_off * 
AR_spl  

    dAR_spl            <- (k_on * A_int_spl * RF_spl/V_int_spl) - k_off * AR_spl - Labda_int_spl * AR_spl  

    dA_intern_spl      <- Labda_int_spl * AR_spl - Labda_ext_spl * A_intern_spl  

    #  
    # GI-Tract 

    dA_vasc_gi         <- F_gi * (A_art/V_ser_art) - F_gi * (A_vasc_gi/V_vasc_gi) - PS_gi * (A_vasc_gi/V_vasc_gi) + PS_gi * (A_int_gi/V_int_gi)  

    dA_int_gi          <- PS_gi * (A_vasc_gi/V_vasc_gi) - PS_gi * (A_int_gi/V_int_gi) - (k_on * A_int_gi * RF_gi/V_int_gi) + k_off * AR_gi  

    dAR_gi             <- (k_on * A_int_gi * RF_gi/V_int_gi) - k_off * AR_gi - Labda_int_gi * AR_gi 
    dA_intern_gi       <- Labda_int_gi * AR_gi - Labda_ext_gi * A_intern_gi  

    #  

    # Parotid glands 

    dA_vasc_par        <- F_par * (A_art/V_ser_art) - F_par * (A_vasc_par/V_vasc_par) - PS_par * (A_vasc_par/V_vasc_par) + PS_par * 

(A_int_par/V_int_par)  
    dA_int_par         <- PS_par * (A_vasc_par/V_vasc_par) - PS_par * (A_int_par/V_int_par) - (k_on * A_int_par * RF_par/V_int_par) + k_off * 

AR_par 

    dAR_par            <- (k_on * A_int_par * RF_par/V_int_par) - k_off * AR_par - Labda_int_par * AR_par 

    dA_intern_par      <- Labda_int_par * AR_par - Labda_ext_par * A_intern_par  
    #  

    # Submandibular glands 

    dA_vasc_sm         <- F_sm * (A_art/V_ser_art) - F_sm * (A_vasc_sm/V_vasc_sm) - PS_sm * (A_vasc_sm/V_vasc_sm) + PS_sm * 

(A_int_sm/V_int_sm)  
    dA_int_sm          <- PS_sm * (A_vasc_sm/V_vasc_sm) - PS_sm * (A_int_sm/V_int_sm) - (k_on * A_int_sm * RF_sm/V_int_sm) + k_off * 

AR_sm  

    dAR_sm             <- (k_on * A_int_sm * RF_sm/V_int_sm) - k_off * AR_sm - Labda_int_sm * AR_sm  

    dA_intern_sm       <- Labda_int_sm * AR_sm - Labda_ext_sm * A_intern_sm  

    #  
    # Lacrimal glands 

    dA_vasc_lg         <- F_lg * (A_art/V_ser_art) - F_lg * (A_vasc_lg/V_vasc_lg) - PS_lg * (A_vasc_lg/V_vasc_lg) + PS_lg * (A_int_lg/V_int_lg)  

    dA_int_lg          <- PS_lg * (A_vasc_lg/V_vasc_lg) - PS_lg * (A_int_lg/V_int_lg) - (k_on * A_int_lg * RF_lg/V_int_lg) + k_off * AR_lg  

    dAR_lg             <- (k_on * A_int_lg * RF_lg/V_int_lg) - k_off * AR_lg - Labda_int_lg * AR_lg  
    dA_intern_lg       <- Labda_int_lg * AR_lg - Labda_ext_lg * A_intern_lg  

    #  

    # Red marrow 

    dA_vasc_rm         <- F_rm * (A_art/V_ser_art) - F_rm * (A_vasc_rm/V_vasc_rm) - PS_rm * (A_vasc_rm/V_vasc_rm) + PS_rm * 
(A_int_rm/V_int_rm)  

    dA_int_rm          <- PS_rm * (A_vasc_rm/V_vasc_rm) - PS_rm * (A_int_rm/V_int_rm)  

    # 

    # Muscles 
    dA_vasc_mu         <- F_mu * (A_art/V_ser_art) - F_mu * (A_vasc_mu/V_vasc_mu) - PS_mu * (A_vasc_mu/V_vasc_mu) + PS_mu * 

(A_int_mu/V_int_mu) 

    dA_int_mu          <- PS_mu * (A_vasc_mu/V_vasc_mu) - PS_mu * (A_int_mu/V_int_mu)  

    # 

    # Skin 
    dA_vasc_sk         <- F_sk * (A_art/V_ser_art) - F_sk * (A_vasc_sk/V_vasc_sk) - PS_sk * (A_vasc_sk/V_vasc_sk) + PS_sk * 

(A_int_sk/V_int_sk)  

    dA_int_sk          <- PS_sk * (A_vasc_sk/V_vasc_sk) - PS_sk * (A_int_sk/V_int_sk)  

    #  
    # Brains 

    dA_vasc_br         <- F_br * (A_art/V_ser_art) - F_br * (A_vasc_br/V_vasc_br)  

    # 

    # Adipose tissue 
    dA_vasc_ad         <- F_ad * (A_art/V_ser_art) - F_ad * (A_vasc_ad/V_vasc_ad) - PS_ad * (A_vasc_ad/V_vasc_ad) + PS_ad * 

(A_int_ad/V_int_ad)  

    dA_int_ad          <- PS_ad * (A_vasc_ad/V_vasc_ad) - PS_ad * (A_int_ad/V_int_ad)  

    #  

    # Heart 
    dA_vasc_hrt        <- F_hrt * (A_art/V_ser_art) - F_hrt * (A_vasc_hrt/V_vasc_hrt) - PS_hrt * (A_vasc_hrt/V_vasc_hrt) + PS_hrt * 

(A_int_hrt/V_int_hrt)  

    dA_int_hrt         <- PS_hrt * (A_vasc_hrt/V_vasc_hrt) - PS_hrt * (A_int_hrt/V_int_hrt)  

    # 
    # Bone 

    dA_vasc_bo         <- F_bo * (A_art/V_ser_art) - F_bo * (A_vasc_bo/V_vasc_bo) - PS_bo * (A_vasc_bo/V_vasc_bo) + PS_bo * 

(A_int_bo/V_int_bo)  

    dA_int_bo          <- PS_bo * (A_vasc_bo/V_vasc_bo) - PS_bo * (A_int_bo/V_int_bo)  
    #  

    # Rest 

    dA_vasc_rest       <- F_rest * (A_art/V_ser_art) - F_rest * (A_vasc_rest/V_vasc_rest) - PS_rest * (A_vasc_rest/V_vasc_rest) + PS_rest * 

(A_int_rest/V_int_rest)  
    dA_int_rest        <- PS_rest * (A_vasc_rest/V_vasc_rest) - PS_rest * (A_int_rest/V_int_rest) 

    #  

    # Receptoren 

    dRF_kid            <- k_off * AR_kid - (k_on * A_int_kid * RF_kid/V_int_kid) + Labda_int_kid * AR_kid 

    dRF_tu1            <- k_off * AR_tu1 - (k_on * A_int_tu1 * RF_tu1/V_int_tu1) + Labda_int_tu * AR_tu1 
    dRF_tu2            <- k_off * AR_tu2 - (k_on * A_int_tu2 * RF_tu2/V_int_tu2) + Labda_int_tu * AR_tu2 

    dRF_turest         <- k_off * AR_turest - (k_on * A_int_turest * RF_turest/V_int_turest) + Labda_int_turest * AR_turest 

    dRF_pro            <- k_off * AR_pro - (k_on * A_int_pro * RF_pro/V_int_pro) + Labda_int_pro * AR_pro 

    dRF_li             <- k_off * AR_li - (k_on * A_int_li * RF_li/V_int_li) + Labda_int_li * AR_li 
    dRF_spl            <- k_off * AR_spl - (k_on * A_int_spl * RF_spl/V_int_spl) + Labda_int_spl * AR_spl 

    dRF_gi             <- k_off * AR_gi - (k_on * A_int_gi * RF_gi/V_int_gi) + Labda_int_gi * AR_gi 

    dRF_par            <- k_off * AR_par - (k_on * A_int_par * RF_par/V_int_par) + Labda_int_par * AR_par 

    dRF_sm             <- k_off * AR_sm - (k_on * A_int_sm * RF_sm/V_int_sm) + Labda_int_sm * AR_sm 
    dRF_lg             <- k_off * AR_lg - (k_on * A_int_lg * RF_lg/V_int_lg) + Labda_int_lg * AR_lg 

    # 

    list(c( 
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      dA_ven, 

      dA_art, 
       

      dA_vasc_lu, 

      dA_int_lu, 

       

      dA_vasc_kid, 
      dA_int_kid, 

      dAR_kid, 

      dA_intern_kid, 

       
      dA_vasc_tu1, 

      dA_int_tu1, 

      dAR_tu1, 

      dA_intern_tu1, 
       

      dA_vasc_tu2,  

      dA_int_tu2, 

      dAR_tu2, 
      dA_intern_tu2, 

       

      dA_vasc_turest, 

      dA_int_turest, 

      dAR_turest, 
      dA_intern_turest, 

       

      dA_vasc_pro, 

      dA_int_pro, 
      dAR_pro, 

      dA_intern_pro, 

       

      dA_vasc_li, 
      dA_int_li, 

      dAR_li, 

      dA_intern_li, 

       

      dA_vasc_spl, 
      dA_int_spl, 

      dAR_spl, 

      dA_intern_spl, 

       
      dA_vasc_gi, 

      dA_int_gi, 

      dAR_gi, 

      dA_intern_gi, 
       

      dA_vasc_par, 

      dA_int_par, 

      dAR_par, 
      dA_intern_par, 

       

      dA_vasc_sm, 

      dA_int_sm, 

      dAR_sm, 
      dA_intern_sm, 

       

      dA_vasc_lg, 

      dA_int_lg, 
      dAR_lg, 

      dA_intern_lg, 

       

      dA_vasc_rm, 
      dA_int_rm, 

       

      dA_vasc_mu, 

      dA_int_mu, 

       
      dA_vasc_sk, 

      dA_int_sk, 

       

      dA_vasc_br, 
       

      dA_vasc_ad, 

      dA_int_ad, 

       
      dA_vasc_hrt, 

      dA_int_hrt, 

       

      dA_vasc_bo, 
      dA_int_bo, 

       

      dA_vasc_rest, 

      dA_int_rest, 

       
      dRF_kid, 

      dRF_tu1, 

      dRF_tu2, 

      dRF_turest, 
      dRF_pro, 

      dRF_li, 

      dRF_spl, 

      dRF_gi, 
      dRF_par, 

      dRF_sm, 

      dRF_lg 
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    )) 
  }) 

}    

   

 

# Observation times 
Obs_Times_DCFPYLF18 <- seq(0, 120) 

 

# Regimen 

Regimen_DCFPYLF18 <- data.frame( 
  var     = "A_ven",                

  time    = c(0),   

  value   = P_Drug_DCFPYLF18[1, 'Dose_nmol'],  

  method  = "add") 
Regimen_DCFPYLF18 <- Regimen_DCFPYLF18[order(Regimen_DCFPYLF18$time),] 

Events_DCFPYLF18 <- list(data=Regimen_DCFPYLF18) 

 

# Simulation 
Simulation_DCFPYLF18 <- lsoda( 

                  func    = PBPK_Model_DCFPYLF18,  

                  y       = Initial_DCFPYLF18,  

                  times   = Obs_Times_DCFPYLF18,  

                  parms   = P_Model_DCFPYLF18,  
                  events  = Events_DCFPYLF18 

                  ) 

Simulation_DCFPYLF18 <- as.data.frame(Simulation_DCFPYLF18)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


